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[Section 5:00] [Fake News and Disinformation] [Team Intersectional]

Home Contemplative Practice, In-class activities, and Homework Team and Project Overview

Assignment 7: Individual Research Prospectus UNST Contributions and Notes

The spread of fake news has become a global issue that needs to be resolved with the utmost urgency. 
While we are constantly absorbing information from a wide range of platforms every day, the chance of 
getting misinformed by fake news on those platforms has signi�cantly increased as a result. One of the 
most notorious ways of spreading fake news is through social bots, agents that communicate more or 
less autonomously on social media, often with the task of in�uencing the course of discussion and/or 
the opinions of its readers. It is estimated that 9-15% of active Twitter accounts may be social bots[5]. 
According to various studies, most social bots nowadays are equipped with convincing online identity, 
making them well capable of convincing real people and hard to be recognized by untrained ordinary 
people[4][6]. 

While most people might be cautious of the brainwashing e�ect of propaganda-like media, few people 
are aware that social bots can also act like propaganda and create the same or even more powerful 
brainwashing e�ect. For example, when a sensitive social issue occurs, numerous social bots can post a 
large number of messages within a short period of time. These automatically posted messages have 
similar content but in rather di�erent phrasing. Consequently, they can easily manipulate public 
opinions on the issue without even being noticed[7]. Another devastating e�ect social bots can create is 
restraining the spread of the truth. Obviously, when tons of automated bot messages occur within a 
short period of time, important messages and the truth will be pushed out of the public's sight. 

While the above explanation about social bots is horrifying, the worst part about fake news is yet to 
come. Fake news is way more than those automated bot messages. What could possibly be more 
harmful than manipulating people's minds? The answer is harming their physical health. And that's 
exactly what fake news is capable of. Take below news as an example. According to BBC, a US couple 
lost their child's over chemo refusal because they believe that their child's acute lymphoblastic leukemia 
can be cured with "cannabis, oxygen therapy, herbs, and alkaline water", a method they learned from a 
Youtube video[8]. With the spread of fake news like this, many people's physical health or even life can be 
in danger.

The goal of our project is to prevent the public from the in�uence of fake news as much as possible and 
ensure that people can receive real information and objective information. We believe that with the help 
of a fake news detection algorithm, people can gradually form their independent judgment instead of 
being misinformed and brainwashed. While we do realize that everyone is biased to some degree, the 
existence of fake news cannot be justi�ed as something that simply echoes people's bias. The inability of 
being completely objective is not an excuse for not trying to be objective. It's our �rm belief that people 
need to learn how to accept truth, whether they like it or not. Speci�cally, our goal at current stage is to 
develop a system that can identify social bots and alert social media users about their existence. Since 
there is a vast amount of data that we can obtain from various social media platforms' API, we plan to 
apply machine learning to help us identify social bots by checking accounts' suspicious behavior, 
checking the source and many other methods. Going from there, we will try to apply the detection 
technique to platforms other than social media (Youtube for example) to further reveal fake news. 

Vision

From vaccination to stock values to the Arab Spring or 2016 US Presidential Election, fake news and 
disinformation have had their in�uences proven. Nowadays, with the advancement of social media and 
the a�ordability of mobile devices, fake news �nds itself more ubiquitous than ever. Its impact, socially 
and individually, scales but certainly not small. We are all aware of the existence of fake news, then why 
are there still people falling for them? Let's contemplate within ourselves �rst by answer these 
questions:
1. Do I prefer information that con�rms my preexisting attitudes?
2. Do I view information consistent with my preexisting beliefs as more persuasive than dissonant 
information?
3. Am I inclined to accept information that pleases me?
If your answer to any of the questions above is "yes", then congratulation, you are amongst the targets 
of fake news, or more concisely, the manipulators behind it. All three behaviors above have 
psychological terms to them, name respectively: selective exposure, con�rmation bias, desirability bias 
(Lazer, 2018). They are the basics on which designer ethicists at social media �rms or, worse, fake news 
distributors use to lure people into reading their stories and believing in them. 
We want to limit the scope of this project to fake news and disinformation on social media because:
1. More people are switching to social media for newsgathering,
2. Social media is an easy, cheap and e�ective way to spread the news.
To elaborate more on the second claim, let's �rst de�ne social bots. Bots, short for software robots, are 
automated accounts impersonating humans. "Social bots populate techno-social systems: they are often 
benign, or even useful, but some are created to harm, by tampering with, manipulating, and deceiving 
social media users" (Ferrara, Varol, Davis, Menczer, Flammini, 2016). For example, they have been used 
to in�ltrate political discourse, manipulate the stock market, steal personal information, and spread 
misinformation. From the perspective of the users, by liking, sharing, and searching for information, 
social bots can magnify the spread of fake news by orders of magnitude. By one recent estimate, 
between 9 and 15% of active Twitter accounts are bots (Ferrare et al., 2017). Facebook estimated that as 
many as 60 million bots be infesting its platform. With their quantity and quality (thanks to AI 
technology), it is crucial to come up with e�ective interventions. There are two ways to tackle this issue: 
empowering individuals to evaluate the fake news they encounter, and structural changes aimed at 
preventing exposure of individuals to fake news in the �rst instance. We will focus on the �rst solution.
Fact-checking is one way people can evaluate fake news. There are websites that evaluate factual claims 
of news reports, such as PolitiFact and Snopes, and credible news media, such as the Washington Post
and the Wall Street Journal. Another approach, longer-run and more exhaustive, is to improve individual 

evaluation of the quality of information sources through education. Both approaches ask for news 
consumers' willingness to step out of their perceptual comfort-zone and persistency in assessing the 
news they consume. In the upcoming weeks, we will evaluate the cost, e�ectiveness, and tradeo�s of 
di�erent approaches to come up with a blueprint for our smart city design.

Background and Literature Review

Each of the team members will be responsible for creating, and being responsible, for a research 
question related to the overall project.  Each question will derive from the individual team member and 
be negotiated within the team as essential to the blueprint.  Your original research question might need 
to be modi�ed or your research question might require the team to modify their vision slightly.  This is a 
negotiation amongst the group; you should advocate for what you believe to be important even if the 
team doesn't initially understand the value.  

VERY IMPORTANT: a research question should evolve from the international perspectives we have 
included in the course:  "How have people in other areas of the world thought about, built, recon�gured, 
fought against, supported, or innovated in ways that could inform this blueprint."

Think of this as a roadmap for the rest of the blueprint.

Research Questions and Division of Labor
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•

•

•

Zijia Zeng (zz3tq)

Research Question: 
In what way does fake news a�ect people of di�erent age groups? 
What di�erence does it make for age groups in di�erent countries or cultures? 
What actions have been executed nationally and internationally to help di�erent age groups �ght 
against fake news and what can we learn from it to design our project?

Division of Labor:
Stakeholder Diagram and Analysis

Mai Luu ( ml9hq)

Research Question:
How does the spread of misinformation and fact-checking compete? 
How does the educational program can help users apply to a real-life in an e�ective way?
Division of Labor:
Value Mapping and Hierarchies

Tho Nguyen (tnn7yc)

Research Question: 
People perceive new information inseparably from their existing experience. Sometimes, this is a good 
thing because the prior experience can help people tell rights from wrongs. Then how, with the 
existence of con�rmation bias, can smart city designers empower individuals to evaluate fake news, and 
at the same time be objective and independent o� their existing belief/knowledge?

Division of Labor:
Background and Literature Review

Haoran Zhu (hz3fr)

Research Question: 
Why do we want to combat fake news?
Suppose we have successfully tackled fake news. What are some of the ways to deliver the truth? On 
what platform? Through what means? 
Also, how can we raise students' awareness of local news here? 

Division of Labor:
Vision

John Watkins (jw2vp)

Research Question: 
Why are people so prone to believing fake news?
How can we stop foreign countries from disseminating fake news to try and in�uence our elections and 
society?

Division of Labor:
Visual storytelling

Stakeholder Diagram and Analysis

Fake news can be traced back far earlier than people imagine. Ever since language was born, fake news 
has become a hidden danger. When humans �rst founded the modern newspaper in 1833, the main 
interest of those founders was increasing their number of readers. Fake stories, unfortunately, tended 
to attract more attention by their memorable nature and those journalists knew it. Printing began the 
�rst prosperous period of fake news, targeting immense pro�t from both readers and advertising, with 
shocking news gaining popularity rather than fact. One may argue that the lack of communication 
between people living in di�erent areas may increase the di�culty of validating information’s accuracy. 
However, as humans move into a new era where internet and social media have become an essential 
part of daily life, people soon discover that technological developments have yet to solve the problem—
instead rapidly worsening it, creating for themselves an e�ective, inexpensive method of spreading fake 
news. 

As an increasing number of people become aware of the harmfulness of fake news, a battle against it 
has gradually taken place in society. To fully understand who is involved in this battle and how, detailed 
analysis needs to be made. 

Government agencies and o�cials play incredibly essential roles as stakeholders. Local, state, federal, 
and international governments as well as policymakers and legal experts have begun a series of 
methods to contribute. Although facing existing barriers such as policies that favor economic pro�t, 
broken disinformation monitoring systems, and lack of budget support, some government agencies 
have made signi�cant improvements. For example, the US Defense Department launched a project 
aimed at preventing the security threats fake news may have brought to the nation. The Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency will be working on developing software that can easily detect fake 
information from a large-scale pool of data. Internationally, the EU has made great progress in the battle 
against fake news. As a union that serves 28 countries, the EU is a critical communication bridge 
between its members and non-EU countries internationally, continually increasing cooperation between 
countries and organizations. They have substantially increased their budget planning to address 
disinformation, expecting to have twice the budget in 2019 as in the prior year. The EU is also in the 
process of developing a disinformation detection and alert system that aims to provide rapid, real-time 
monitoring of fake news, and is analyzing the current disinformation monitoring outsourcing system, in 
which the government has entrusted a group of volunteers such as experts in journalism and news. It is 
argued that this kind of system needs signi�cant improvement because most of the volunteers are not 
actively contributing to the problem of spreading disinformation. More importantly is the issue of their 
con�ict of interest with the public. In other words, some of these media experts may bene�t from fake 
news and therefore have no desire to change the current situation. 

This is also one of the problems that arises from other entities—such as private sector businesses, 
technology companies, and media organizations—as their interests focus on attracting users and 
increasing pro�t. For businesses in the private sector, here we de�ne them as platform providers where 
fake news is spread. There lacks legal responsibility to force these private sector companies to take 
action to decrease the percentage of fake news on their websites; there should be proper guidelines in 
place for their users. Fortunately, actions have been employed to regulate their behavior. The EU Code 
of Practice on Disinformation has made companies such as Google, Facebook, and Twitter agree to 
implement voluntary regulatory standards in order to reduce spreading disinformation. Tech companies 
have also made e�orts toward preventing fake news. YouTube tried improving its algorithm to allow 
users to see videos covering broader topics, reducing the likelihood of harmful and fake videos being 
watched. Although they failed to do that, at least they tried. 

Mainstream media are also responsible participants. Fake information creators deliberately use brand 
media domains to mislead readers into believing their news. Therefore, independent media should 
maintain strict rules to verify the source of all published information. Other than organizations, the 
public must be aware that they also face these challenges and should take action. Fake news can 
threaten data privacy and the public needs to realize that they are responsible to verify news’s credibility 
before spreading it. They must be skeptical of the news they see, asking questions to determine its 
source and verify its reliability. To raise the public’s awareness, decrease biases’ e�ect on the spreading 
of news, and increase necessary skills to recognize fake news and maintain skepticism toward 
information, we need to rely on other parties to contribute. Schools, researchers, and librarians can play 
a crucial role here. Many of those entities have contributed a great deal to help the public acquire the 
necessary skills. For example, the University of Washington received $5 million in funding from the 
Knight Foundation to develop strategies and solutions to help the public �ght against fake news. They 
designed discussion-based courses to engage students. More and more research centers have 
performed studies on fake news. Pew Research Center, for example, has concluded from their studies 
that about sixty percent of Americans will face fake news on social media and more than half of 
Americans already realize the threat of fake news. Librarians can help people identify trustworthy 
sources to receive their information and provide excellent resources if more help is needed. 

Hopefully, with all these stakeholders together, we can minimize the e�ects of fake news with complex, 
multidimensional, and strategic solutions. 
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Fake news , which is spreading the fabricated news on social media, is major challenge for every country 
around the world. In response to this perceived threat, the Government of the United States as well as 
EU Member States are in the process of drawing their strategies to �ght for this threat. The proposed 
solutions are not only the government's responsibilities, but also the community and technology's 
responsibilities. 
Action Plans for the Governments:

Improving detection, analysis and exposure of disinformation
Support Investigative journalism. Investigative Journalism deeply focus on investigating a single topic 
of interest, such as crime, and political issue. Therefore, the government should support this form of 
journalism to publish the most trustworthy news, rather than a bias from a random tittle on social 
media.
Support and invest to update searching tool to prevent unreliable sources. 
Avoid censoring content of the news. The overstrict regulation would lead to counter-e�ect on the 
community. Overregulation would suppress citizen 's freedom and doubt their trust

The responsibilities for Technology Company
Develop Machine Learning Algorithm to improve auto-Information matching and categorizing
Expose fake news on the o�cial website. Make a correction whenever fake news spread

The responsibilities for community
The community should raise awareness and improve societal resilience 
Attend more educational program for avoiding and di�erentiating fake news 
Report fake news on the website page in a timely manner. 

Value Mapping and Hierarchies
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Include your Digital Storytelling work at the top of the page.  Many of you have already been 
experimenting with this idea of how to bring images, audio, video into a narrative framework through 
your City Sensing work.  You should use those experiences and material as a good �rst step in thinking 
about how to do digital storytelling.  People narrated over a video trail walk, narrated over images, and 
told really beautiful stories that placed themselves, humans and material together.  We are asking that 
you repeat this, but focus on aspects of the topics you have chosen.  Tell a human, emotional story.

You can �nd resources here:
https://digitalstorytelling.coe.uh.edu/page.cfm?id=22&cid=22)  

If you want to see stories without the media richness, but beautifully told narratives here are some from 
our own community: https://news.virginia.edu/content/double-take-take-two

If you want a depiction of how to integrate a narrative over digital media to help evoke an emotional 
response coupled to narrator insights (not solving) check out this item that was shared from the IX 
sensing (thanks Sean): https://youtu.be/ESyJop31cmY 

How to separate fact and �ction online | Markham NolanHow to separate fact and �ction online | Markham Nolan
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